½ Moon Waning April 24 2011. Inside the Goddess
Culture as cloak, we walk in the guise of realization. The coming‐to‐knowing that is the masculine, that is
America, that is the century gone by. The moment of realization as a way of life. Seeking experience for the
sake of experience. What is outside of me as what I am going to “get” – welcome to the Masculine.
An image of self that we seek. An image of perfect, of productive, of caring, of creative – all seen as outside of
ourselves. We are sold on the idea that we can go get whatever we are told to think we “need.” Inspiration –
it’s out there. Go get it. Wisdom, healing, the path…. We are just soooo sold on the idea that there is a
distance to go.
In to the material world is out from you. Over there is away from you. Soon is separate from you.
The urge to change your state, i.e. change the way you are, is the masculine urge. Whatever is, it needs to be
different. Dualism is masculine – for a person to “make something happen” requires a duality between their
current state and the state they are trying to get to.
So….
Taurus, Venus, Spring…. How does Springtime happen? How does winter end? Does someone make that
happen?
The feminine is All‐Within. The cycle of life is its own unity. Allowing the phases of the Moon to arise, letting
go and letting grow, BE‐ing however you are and seeing the world as you‐in‐phases: this is the feminine.
Science is masculine, religion is feminine. Never mind the ways that the Masculine impulse has raped
religion. Worship is allowing, is joining. Spirituality is seeking. Worship is knowing.
The pendulum of history has swung as far as it can to the Masculine. The Earth lies quiet, next to Man,
listening to him breath.
Please please please look within. Please stop going to the well of “other.” The way you are is the way I am is
the way our Mother is.
You are walking in a dream. It is not even a wrinkle in time. It only is. Crazy atomistic otherness swirling
within the way it is. Imagine one moment of ALL. That imagining is worshipful, it is feminine. Let the
pendulum swing back to the quiet within.
If you live On the Earth, you are separate from her. If you seek understanding, it is not in you.
At Sunset on Easter Sunday, the Moon will be at her Waning Half phase. In the cycle of phases, this is the
harvest, the knowing. The energy of the crown, where things that can’t be understood are known.
In a masculine sense of this energy you would think of “opening” the crown. You would meditate on
something above you coming in.
At sunset tomorrow the 24th, may you find yourself IN the Earth. Not on her, IN her.
The Moon in her phases wants you to Worship the way it is. As the Sun goes down on the most beautiful day
of Spring so far this year, she is within this symbolic energy, from the Chandra Symbols:
Humans worshipping an obese nature goddess.
Once we did. Let us again. The Religion of the Goddess, clear and sweet.
Know her indolence, as you know the sound of the robin chirping, as the air itself is the Earth you are within.
In Phase with you,

Jon

